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About the “In Fair Value We Trust, or Not” Survey  

Traditionally, accounting values are measured by historical costs which are easy to 

verify. In recent years, there is increasing recognition that the trade-off of using 

historical cost is that the accounting value may not be as useful for making business 

decisions. Fair value is set at three levels, with increasing degrees of judgement 

required for the valuation. However, fair value may be less trusted than historical costs 

by investors because of the greater complexity and judgment involved.   

The “In Fair Value We Trust, or Not” Survey presents the attitudes and concerns of over 

700 respondents toward fair value accounting.  

The survey found: 

Higher trust in financial statements with hybrid of fair value and historical cost 

accounting  

About 70% respondents expressed trust in financial statements.  More respondents 

trusted in financial statement prepared with both fair value and historical cost 

accounting (64%), compared to prepared using only either fair value (39%) or historical 

cost accounting (53%). 

Fair Value Estimates are More Useful for Some Assets than Others 

More than 70% respondents stated fair value measurements are useful for trading 

securities, available for sale securities1, real estate 

Asset classes that involve unique assets and a high level of managerial discretion for 

valuation received the lowest proportion of participants rating these fair values as useful 

information for firm valuation. Example of such asset classes are biological asset (47%), 

property, plant and equipment (50%) and intangible assets (51%).  

Younger Respondents Trust Fair Value Measurements More 

The results indicate that the older the respondent, the higher the likelihood of distrust 

toward fair value estimates. Among respondents aged below 30, 16% expressed 

                                                             
1 An available-for-sale security is a debt or equity security purchased with the intent of selling before it 
reaches maturity, or selling prior to a lengthy time period in the event the security does not have a 
maturity. Source: http://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/available-for-sale-security.asp 
 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/a/available-for-sale-security.asp


distrust in fair value. The figure increased by one fold (36%) in respondents aged above 

50.   

Audits of Fair Value Measurements Increase Trust especially for Level 3 Fair 

Value Measurement 

Among the users of financial statements (i,e. analysts, fund managers, investors), 73% 

indicated an increased level of trust when fair value estimates are audited [Fig 13].  

This is especially important for Level 3 fair value measurements because while 55% of 

all survey respondents trust/highly trust Level 1 fair value measurement, the 

corresponding percentage for Level 3 measurement is 19%. [Fig 5]. 54% of 

respondents strongly agree/ agree with the need for auditors to validate Level 1 fair 

value measurements while the corresponding percentage for Level 3 fair value 

measurement is 67% [Fig 15] 

 

Perceived Increase in Costs and Audit Fees and Net Benefit of Fair Value  

Among auditors, 74% of respondents indicated that audit fees will significantly increase 

if fair value accounting is used.  

Among analysts/fund managers/professional investors, 63% agree that fair value 

accounting bring net benefits to the accounting profession.  

 

About the “In Fair Value We Trust, or Not” Survey  

The “In Fair Value We Trust, or Not” survey is a collaboration among ISCA, Singapore 

Management University, Institute of Valuers and Appraisers of Singapore, Singapore 

Institute of Technology, and Hong Kong Polytechnic University. The survey looks at the 

attitudes and concerns of over 700 respondents toward fair value accounting. Of the 

respondents, 61% are accountants, 5% are business valuers, 26% are external auditors 

and 8% are analysts, fund managers or professional investors.  



In Fair Value We Trust. Or Not?

Trust in Financial Statements
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Benefit vs. Cost

Net benefit of fair value is positiveFair Value increase audit fees 21
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